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Aim of Guidelines on Assessment of AI Reliability in the Field of Plant Safety
 While AI has the potential to dramatically improve safety and productivity, a system to evaluate AI’s

reliability, i.e., whether AI ensures quality as expected in terms of improving safety and productivity, had
not been established. This is one of the reasons that little progress has been made in the introduction of AI
particularly in the field of plant safety, where safety is prioritized.

 The Guidelines present approaches to appropriately manage the reliability of AI, focusing on the
field of plant safety, in order to promote the implementation of highly reliable AI.

(1) Guidelines on Assessment of AI Reliability in the
Field of Plant Safety
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Challenges for the evaluation of AI reliability

Plant owner

Huge loss (human injury and economic loss) is caused if the
operation of the plant is interrupted because of AI defects.
Therefore, in order to gain understanding from relevant
departments in the company, a high level of reliability
evaluation is necessary, which is currently difficult to achieve.

Due to insufficient reliability evaluation, management of
important facilities cannot be entrusted to AI.

As an AI vendor, we are struggling to gain understanding on the
reliability of our company’s AI among our clients (plant owners).

Cross-sectoral method to 
evaluate AI reliability

Perspective unique to 
the field of plant safety

It becomes possible to explain the reliability of AI to the
relevant departments within the company.

It becomes possible to objectively explain the level of
reliability of our AI.

AIの信頼性評価について認識を共有でき
適切なAI開発が行える
It allows mutual understanding of the evaluation of AI
reliability and provision of adequate requirements.

Establishing a system to evaluate the reliability of AI 
unique to the field of plant safety

AI vendor

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science 
and Technology (AIST) (2020)

“Guidelines on Quality Control for Machine Learning”

Resolving the challenges using the Guidelines
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Structure of the Guidelines on Assessment of AI Reliability in the Field of Plant Safety

 For these Guidelines, the structure of reliability evaluation from the 1st edition of Guidelines on Quality
Control for Machine Learning serves as a base, bolstered with real-world examples in the field of plant safety.

(1) Guidelines on Assessment of AI Reliability in the 
Field of Plant Safety

Structure of reliability 
evaluation*

U
se cases in the field of 

plant safety

* Based on the structure of the 1st edition of Guidelines on Quality Control for Machine Learning by AIST

Quality in use

External quality

Internal quality

• Three types of qualities of 
reliability evaluation

• Method and requirements for reliability evaluation

• Use cases covered

1. Prediction of pipeline thickness
2. Diagnosis of pipeline imagery
3. Diagnosis of facilities deterioration
4. Detection and diagnosis of early 

signs of abnormality
5. Operational optimization

Real-world examples of utilizing AI in the field of plant safety

• Specific application of reliability evaluation based on use cases

 Relationship between the AI and other systems
⁃ “External safety mechanism” to monitor and correct the output of

the AI
⁃ Independent system to ensure safety separately from the input,

processing, and output of the AI
⁃Human involvement in the judgement and reactions of the AI

 Examples of quality settings (incl. Levels of safety to be expected
from the AI)

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Flow of utilizing the 
Guidelines

• Utilizing entities/people in 
charge

• People in charge in 
development and operation 
phases

• Actions to take in 
development and operation 
phases

Specific examples of 
utilizing the Guidelines

Chapter 4

Three types of qualities, evaluation method, and requirements of reliability evaluation

1. Setting the quality in use

2. Setting the external quality

4. Confirming the level of 
internal quality

3. Setting the level of external quality

5. Confirming and implementing 
requirements for internal quality
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Aim of the Collection of Case Examples of Leading Companies Introducing AI into Plants
While AI has the potential to dramatically improve safety and productivity, promoting AI projects is

accompanied with difficulties.

This Collection of Case Examples provides solutions particularly for businesses which (i) cannot take the
risk of investing due to insufficient knowledge of the specific benefits to be derived from AI, or (ii)
struggle to discover methods to overcome the challenges they face when introducing AI (shortage of
AI-capable employees, insufficient understanding of AI among maintenance personnel, etc.)

The Collection shows the (i) benefits of introducing AI, and (ii) specific methods to overcome typical
challenges in introducing AI, based on the 12 leading successful cases in AI introduction provided from
plant business operators and AI developers.

(2) Collection of Case Examples of Leading 
Companies Introducing AI into Plants

Difficulties in promoting AI projects
(1) Cannot take the risk of investing 

because the specific benefits to be 
derived from AI are not clear.

(2) Struggling to discover methods to 
overcome the challenges faced 
when introducing AI, such as 
shortage of AI-capable employees 
and insufficient understanding of 
AI among maintenance personnel.

 Detection of erosion on the exterior surface of
pipelines through automatic image detection

 Extraction and visualization of causes for the
blockage of plant facilities

 Detection of abnormality predictions in
power plants

 Optimization of switching crude oil materials
・・・

Leading successful cases in AI 
introduction (12 cases)

Resolving
various troubles upon introducing AI 

in the field of plant safety

(1) Benefits of 
introducing AI

(2) How to overcome 
challenges
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Case examples included
(2) Collection of Case Examples of Leading 

Companies Introducing AI into Plants

Sophistication 
of plans

Inheritance of 
know-how

Insufficient 
reliability

of AI

[Challenge]
 Due to extremely small numbers of

abnormality occurrences in the past,
there is an insufficient number of
abnormality cases that can be used for
verifying the oversight rate of detection.

[Solution]
 Accuracy of detection is confirmed

by implementing a verification test
under real operation environment
in the plant (reproducing minor
abnormalities).

Status-quo 
bias 

within the 
company

[Effect]
 Evaluation by AI on the switching operation by each operator can be

shown. Operation between highly experienced and relatively
inexperienced workers can be compared quantitatively, helping the
inheritance of advanced operation know-how.

 In the operation training for operators using simulators, the quality of
training improved significantly by using evaluation by AI.

[Effect]
 The images of pipeline erosion detected through routine patrol used to be

taken by operators, where they added comments on the degree of urgency.
Personnel exclusively in charge were categorizing the level of erosion by
checking the images. It was time-consuming both for operators and the
personnel exclusively in charge, and the number of images taken was
also limited.

 Because AI can process massive amounts of images at high speed, the
number of images taken can be increased. This allows exhaustively
checking the state of pipeline erosion, improving the accuracy of
checkup/repair plans.

[Challenge]
Although utilization of AI was being

considered mainly to resolve the on-
site workforce shortage, field work
that accounts for about 60% of the
checkup work is an area in which
workers excel, so they were not
feeling much burden. Therefore,
there was a backlash from workers
on the actual site against change in
the field work operation flow and
training on the use of a new device.

[Solution]
The method of explanation on AI at

the actual worksite was reviewed.
Presenting it as a tool to automate
clerical work, including data
streamlining, diagnosis, and report
writing, which the actual worksite
felt was a weak point that was
causing errors frequently, succeeded
in convincing the workers.
An easy-to-use reporting tool was

developed to reduce the burden at the
worksite.

No. Companies Case examples of AI introduction and/or 
consideration

1 Yokogawa Electric 
Corporation

Estimation of pipeline corrosion wastage amount
and identification of the main cause of erosion

2 Mitsubishi Chemical 
Corporation

Detection of abnormality in liquid-level control
through deep learning

3 JGC CORPORATION Extraction and visualization of cases for the
blockage of plant facilities

4 NEC Corporation Online detection of abnormality predictions using
invariant analysis technology

5 Asahi Kasei Corp. Detection of early signs of abnormality in power
plants

6 Azbil Corporation
Early detection of abnormality predictions in
facilities and quality that goes beyond the know-
how of experienced workers

7 Chiyoda Corporation AI for the optimization of switching crude oil
materials at oil refineries

8 Idemitsu Kosan Co., Ltd.
Detection and level categorization of erosion on the
exterior surfaces of pipelines through automatic
image detection

9 JSR Corporation Detection of erosion on the exterior surfaces of
pipelines through automatic image detection

10 iXs Co., Ltd. Detection of cracks and erosion through automatic
image detection

11 Bestmateria Co., Ltd. Automation of the selection of damage mechanisms
with AI in risk-based maintenance

12
Tottori University, 
NEC Corporation, 
University of Tsukuba

Analysis of predictions on incidents using stochastic
reasoning and establishment of a risk assessment
system
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